Scavenger hunt for kids by

Join the #SchoolChoiceWeek celebration, complete the scavenger hunts, take pictures, and share them with us!

Something soft
Something you can wear
An eraser
Something that smells good
Something spiky
A paperclip
A crayon with a funny color name
Something heart-shaped
A miniature toy version of something adults use (a toy
truck, play food, doll clothes, etc.)
One of your drawings
A pair of shoes that don’t fit
Something shiny
Something with legs
Something small enough to fit inside a lunchbox
Something hairy

Something that turns on and off
Something you can see through
Something you can’t see through
Something that makes a sound
Something that moves on its own (e.g. a slinky, a pet, or
a marble)
Some sort of box
A ball
Something that’s used to carry other things
Something yellow and something red
Something you can feel, something you can smell
Something you can taste, and something you can see

A game

Something rough, something squishy, something hard,
and something liquid

A key

A question mark

Something you can spread

Something that could fit inside an envelope

Something that’s your favorite color

Something that starts with the same letter as your name

Something that could help clean up a spill

A favorite item: something that’s your favorite color,
smell, a thing to cuddle, shirt, shoes, favorite snack, best
gift, and favorite book.

Something that helps you sleep
A type of food you don’t like
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A flower
A pine needle

A worm
A three-leaf clover
A leaf with four points

A gardening tool
A puddle
A cloud

A stick

A seed

A spiderweb

A flower that hasn’t bloomed yet

A bug

A flower petal

An acorn

A flower stem

A pebble

A bird

A feather
A piece of moss

A squirrel

After you complete your scavenger hunts, draw your favorite items in the box below.
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